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Accepting unfairness by a significant other is associated with reduced
connectivity between medial prefrontal and dorsal anterior cingulate cortex
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ABSTRACT

Conflict is a ubiquitous feature of interpersonal relationships, yet many of these relationships
preserve their value following conflict. Our ability to refrain from punishment despite the
occurrence of conflict is a characteristic of human beings. Using a combination of behavioral
and neuroimaging techniques, we show that prosocial decision-making is modulated by relationship closeness. In an iterated social exchange, participants were more likely to cooperate with
their partner compared to an unknown person by accepting unfair exchanges. Importantly, this
effect was not influenced by how resources were actually being shared with one’s partner. The
medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC) was activated when the partner, rather than the unknown
person, behaved unfairly and, in the same context, the MPFC demonstrated greater functional
connectivity with the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (DACC). MPFC–DACC connectivity was
inversely associated with participants’ tendency to “forgive” their partner for unfairness as well
as performance outside the scanner on a behavioral measure of forgiveness. We conclude that
relationship closeness modulates a neural network comprising the MPFC/DACC during economic
exchanges.

In a world where conflict pervades social life, humans
must be able to successfully negotiate with others.
Essential to adaptive behavior is our ability to maintain
interpersonal relationships even after conflict (De Waal &
Pokorny, 2005). This capacity to refrain from retaliation
and, instead, to motivate prosocial behavior toward conspecifics despite their harmful prior actions is a unique
human feature (McCullough, Kurzban, & Tabak, 2013).
From the perspective of natural selection, such behavior
likely evolved because it allowed the repair of valuable
relationships—that is, relationships whose repair would
be anticipated to yield potential long-term benefits
(McCullough, 2008). Research on nonhuman primates,
for instance, indicates that prosocial behavior is most
common among genetic relatives and close associates,
given their potential contributions to each other’s fitness
(De Waal & Pokorny, 2005; Koski, Koops, & Sterck, 2007).
Similarly, in humans, behavioral studies suggest that we
are more inclined to act prosocially toward someone to
whom we feel close and committed (Karremans & Aarts,
2007; Karremans et al., 2011). This is exemplified in socioeconomic games, where prosocial behavior has been
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defined as the tendency to forgo one’s desire to punish
noncooperative behavior (Li & Chen, 2012); people are
more likely to tolerate unfairness when playing with a
close friend (Campanhã, Minati, Fregni, & Boggio, 2011),
or when primed with the concept of closeness (Fatfouta,
Schulreich, Meshi, & Heekeren, 2015).
Neuroimaging studies investigating neural responses
to transgressions (Farrow et al., 2005, 2001; Hayashi et al.,
2010; Ricciardi et al., 2013; Strang, Utikal, Fischbacher,
Weber, & Falk, 2014; Young & Saxe, 2009) have found
activation in areas previously implicated in mental-state
reasoning—known as mentalizing—and cognitive conflict (medial prefrontal and anterior cingulate cortical
areas). However, none of these studies examined how
these areas influence decision-making when faced with
actual transgressions—in particular, in the context of
close relationships. Furthermore, dealing with transgressions is a complex psychological function (Worthington,
2006) and, hence, unlikely to be implemented by a single
brain area, but rather by a network of interacting brain
areas. Explaining such a neurobiological mechanism
remains an outstanding challenge.
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To fill this gap, we extend previous work in three
important ways: First, we examined brain regions involved
when humans face transgressions by a close other (i.e.,
their partner) and by a non-close other (i.e., an unknown
person). Second, we investigated individuals’ changes in
brain activity as they interact with these people in a real,
consequential social scenario. Third, we analyzed the relation between brain activation and individual differences
in forgiveness, as assessed by a commonly used forgiveness scale and a newly developed behavioral test
(Fatfouta, Schröder-Abé, & Merkl, 2014). We hypothesized
that relationship closeness would modulate behavioral
and neural responses to transgressions, resulting in
greater acceptance of unfairness during interactions
with one’s partner compared to interactions with an
unknown person. More specifically, the anterior medial
prefrontal cortex (MPFC) is sensitive to relationship closeness in the context of unfair behavior (Campanhã et al.,
2011) and responds to personally relevant (i.e., close)
others (Krienen, Tu, & Buckner, 2010). We therefore
expected increased MPFC activity in a comparison of
unfair treatment by one’s partner versus an unknown
person. Notably, conflict is detected in the dorsal anterior
cingulate cortex (DACC), with the MPFC playing a role in
regulating such conflict (Nakao et al., 2010). We hypothesized that refraining from punishing unfair treatment
would involve interactions between the MPFC and
regions modulated by conflict between competing
responses (i.e., accept vs. reject), particularly the DACC.

Method
Overview
To test these hypotheses, we adopted a game-theoretic
approach that allows the simulation of an interactive

social exchange. More specifically, we had 23 romantically involved couples (46 participants; see later) play a
version of the Ultimatum Game (UG; Güth,
Schmittberger, & Schwarze, 1982). In the UG, one individual (the proposer) proposes how to split a sum of
money with another individual (the responder). If the
responder accepts, the sum is divided according to the
proposal. If the responder rejects, neither individual
receives anything. In such a social-exchange game,
transgressions are encoded as inequitable divisions of
monetary rewards and, hence, entail real consequences
for each individual. Typically, responders reject offers
less than 30% of the proposer’s endowment. In other
words, they retaliate for the low offers they receive
(Camerer, 2003; Crockett et al., 2013). By contrast,
responders can also accept those offers—that is, they
refrain from retaliation (i.e., “forgive”) and act prosocially toward the proposer (McCullough, Worthington,
& Rachal, 1997). A similar conceptualization has been
employed in recent a neuroimaging study (Will, Crone,
& Güroğlu, 2015). In our task, participants decided
whether to accept or reject offers from their partner
and an unknown person (Figure 1(a)). We also included
a third condition, in which participants received offers
from a computer (not relevant to the present study’s
research question). All offers were actually predetermined so as to control the number and size of offers
made, which ranged from fair (proposing 5€ or 4€ out
of 10€) to unfair (proposing 3€, 2€, or 1€ out of 10€)
(see Koenigs & Tranel, 2007; Mehta & Beer, 2010). While
playing the UG, one member of each couple (n = 23)
was scanned using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), and we were specifically interested in comparing brain activations in the context of unfair offers
from one’s partner relative to unfair offers from an
unknown person.

Figure 1. Experimental design and behavioral results. (a) Timeline of a single trial in the ultimatum game. In each trial, participants
first viewed a fixation cross, then a photograph of the proposer, the offer, and then the outcome. While the offer was on screen,
participants responded whether they accepted or rejected it by button press. (b) Mean acceptance rates (% of accepted offers) for
fair and unfair offers from the partner and the unknown person. Error bars indicate one standard error of the mean, calculated
within-subjects. ***P < 0.001 (two-tailed), *P < 0.05 (two-tailed).
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Upon completion of the UG, all participants reported
their subjective impressions by rating how fair, attractive, and trustworthy these proposers were. Participants
also rated another person whom they had not interacted with but who had participated in the previous
experimental session. This was done to confirm that the
partners and the unknown persons were comparable
regarding the aforementioned characteristics (see
Supplementary Figure 1). Furthermore, we assessed
participants’ affective responses to unfairness, and additionally, individual differences in forgiveness (i.e., trait
forgiveness), which were used to determine whether
these individual differences were predicted by participants’ brain activation. To explain, in addition to using a
standard self-report (explicit) measure of forgiveness,
we employed a computerized response-time task
designed to assess individuals’ automatic (implicit)
associations regarding forgiveness. This task was an
adaptation of the Implicit Association Test (IAT;
Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998), in which participants had to categorize different combinations of selfrelated words and forgiveness- and retaliation-related
words, as fast as possible. Automatic mental associations were inferred from participants’ behavior (i.e.,
response times) on different trial types of this task
(Fatfouta et al., 2014). The rationale for including such
a behavioral test is that spontaneous brain responses
are predictive of individuals’ automatic associations
rather than their explicit (i.e., self-reported) attitudes
and beliefs (Stanley, Phelps, & Banaji, 2008). Finally, we
assessed resource sharing among couples, so as to
account for individual differences in how resources
were actually being shared in real life.

Participants
Twenty-five heterosexual non-cohabiting couples took
part in the study (N = 50). On average, couples had
been together for 2.22 years (SD = 1.99); they maintained
separate bank accounts, were unmarried, and had no
children. All participants completed the experiment but
only one member of each couple was scanned while
playing the UG (see later). Four participants accepted
every offer from both their partner and the unknown
person and, hence, used a rule-based (vs. fairness-based)
strategy (i.e., accepting every offer). These participants
were removed from all analyses. Thus, behavioral analyses included 46 participants (Mage = 24.02 years,
SD = 4.20; 22 male) and neuroimaging analyses included
23 participants (Mage = 24.35 years, SD = 3.80; 15 male).
All participants gave written informed consent in accord
with local ethics.
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Experimental procedure
The experiment was conducted on two separate days. On
the first day, each member of the couple separately provided a biometric photograph and rated the perceived
level of closeness to his/her romantic partner by using the
“Inclusion of Other in the Self” scale (Aron, Aron, &
Smollan, 1992) (1 = not at all close, 7 = very close).
Around two weeks later, couples returned to play a version of the UG. The experimenter explained the rules of
the UG, and informed participants that the roles of proposer and responder within the couple would only be
revealed when the experiment began. Participants were
told they would be interacting with three different players
via an online network: (a) their romantic partner, (b) an
unknown person, and (c) a computer. Participants were
further told that one round out of all trials would be
randomly selected and paid out to them. After the experimenter made sure that all participants understood the
instructions, participants were taken to two separate but
adjacent rooms to perform the experiment; one participant went into the scanner and the other to a behavioral
testing room. To enhance the interactive aspect of our UG
task, it was emphasized that both the scanned and the
non-scanned participant must start the game simultaneously. While in separate rooms, participants were told
to prepare to play the game, and they then heard the
experimenter give them both the countdown sequence
“ready, set, go”. On “go”, participants were requested to
commence the game by button press, after which they
believed a computer algorithm determined their role in
the UG. In reality, all participants received an on-screen
message that they had been selected to play the game as
the responder, and all offers were predetermined similar
to other studies using the UG (Sanfey, Rilling, Aronson,
Nystrom, & Cohen, 2003). Participants were then cued to
press the button again, at which time the phrase
“Connection is established . . .” was presented, followed
by the first experimental trial.
Participants played 180 UG trials in the role of
responder. Each trial began with a fixation cross for an
average of 5.5 s (variable range: 2–9 s in 1 s increments),
followed by the proposer’s photograph (4 s), the offer
(4 s), and the outcome for that trial (4 s). While the offer
was displayed, participants decided whether to accept
or reject it by button press (left/right side counterbalanced across participants). Offers varied across three
conditions: In the PARTNER condition (75 trials), participants received offers from their romantic partner. In the
UNKNOWN condition (75 trials), participants received
offers from an unknown person. The unknown person’s
gender was matched to that of the participants’
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romantic partner and this identity was held constant
across participants. In the COMPUTER condition (30
trials), participants responded to offers from a computer
proposer. Each condition contained equal proportions
of fair (5€ [offered]: 5€ [kept], 4€:6€) and unfair (3€:7€, 2
€:8€, 1€:9€) offers. Offers were equally divided across
three functional runs (60 trials/run, 18 min 18 s each)
and each run had an equivalent number of trials from
the three conditions (25 PARTNER trials, 25 UNKNOWN
trials, 10 COMPUTER trials). Trials were presented in a
pseudo-random order, with the restriction that no proposer and no offer would be presented on three consecutive trials. Note that we took several steps to
control for potential confounds related to the photographs (see Supplementary Methods).

Post-scan measures
Upon completion of the UG task, both participants,
while still in separate rooms, completed the following
measures (in the order specified).

Fairness, attractiveness, and trustworthiness ratings
Participants rated the perceived fairness, attractiveness, and
trustworthiness of both their romantic partner and the
unknown person (1 = not at all fair/attractive/trustworthy,
7 = extremely fair/attractive/trustworthy). Consistent with
research on positive illusions in romantic relationships
(Murray & Holmes, 1997), we expected participants’ ratings
of their romantic partner to be positively biased (i.e., more
favorable than those made by objective observers).
Therefore, a third (control) condition required rating the
perceived fairness, attractiveness, and trustworthiness of
another gender-matched person (OTHER) who had participated in the previous session. We used these other-ratings
as a reality benchmark to demonstrate that, on average, the
romantic partners and the unknown persons were comparable regarding the above characteristics.
Affective responses to unfairness
Participants also rated their subjective affective state for
unfair offers made by the romantic partner and the
unknown person (in a counterbalanced order across
participants). This was performed by asking participants
about the following emotions: surprise, anger, happiness, disgust, revenge, pain, confusion, forgiveness,
benevolence, and disappointment (randomized within
participants; 1 = not at all, 7 = very much).
Implicit forgiveness
Participants performed a behavioral test of forgiveness
using a variant of the IAT (Greenwald et al., 1998), the
forgiveness IAT (Fatfouta et al., 2014). The forgiveness IAT

is a computerized, speeded categorization task that measures mental associations of self with forgiveness.
Participants were asked to categorize stimuli (words)
into one of two categories, which varied across five blocks
of trials. The first two blocks consisted of a simple discrimination task, in which participants practiced correctly
categorizing stimuli from the target category (me–others)
and attribute category (forgiving–vengeful). The third
block combined both discrimination tasks (i.e., me–forgiving share one response button; others–vengeful share the
other response button). In block 4, the labels of the attribute category were reversed (vengeful–forgiving). Block 5
consisted of the reversed combined discrimination task
(i.e., me–vengeful share one response button; others–forgiving share the other response button). Automatic mental associations between “forgiving” and “me” were
computed using the recommended scoring algorithm
(so-called D1; Greenwald, Nosek, & Banaji, 2003); higher
scores reflect stronger associations between self and forgiveness (i.e., faster responses to the me–forgiving block
relative to the me–vengeful block).

Explicit forgiveness
Participants’ explicit forgiveness was measured using
the Tendency to Forgive Scale (Brown, 2003), a fouritem self-report questionnaire (α = 0.71). An example
item: “I tend to get over it quickly when someone hurts
my feelings” (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree).
Resource sharing
Finally, we asked participants to indicate how much
they share resources in their relationship on a singleitem Likert scale (1 = not at all, 7 = extremely).
MRI data acquisition
Imaging was performed on a 3T scanner (Trio; Siemens,
Erlangen, Germany). Anatomical images were acquired
using a T1-weighted MPRage protocol (256 × 256 matrix,
176 sagittal slices of 1 mm thickness). Functional images
were acquired using T2*-weighted echoplanar images
(EPI) (TR = 2.0 s, TE = 30 ms, 64 × 64 matrix, flip angle = 70°,
field of view = 192 mm, interslice gap = 0.6 mm). A total of
37 axial slices (3 × 3 × 3 mm voxels) parallel to the anterior
and posterior commissure were collected per volume. A
total of 545 volumes were collected per run. The total
scanning time amounted to 54 min 54 s.

fMRI data analysis
Data were preprocessed and analyzed using FMRIB’s
Software Library, version 5.0.6 (FSL; Smith et al., 2004).
Preprocessing included brain extraction (Smith, 2002),
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motion correction (Jenkinson, Bannister, Brady, & Smith,
2002), spatial smoothing with a Gaussian kernel of 6-mm
full-width at half-maximum, and high-pass temporal filtering with a cutoff of 80 s. EPI images were registered to
each participant’s structural image using boundary-based
registration (Greve & Fischl, 2009), and then normalized
into Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space using
linear registration with 12 degrees of freedom
(Jenkinson et al., 2002; Jenkinson & Smith, 2001).
We estimated a general linear model (GLM) of the
blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal using the
following 13 regressors (R):
– R1–R3 were indicator functions for the period of
the trial when participants discovered the proposer (i.e., PARTNER, UNKNOWN, or COMPUTER);
– R4–R6 were indicator functions denoting a fair
offer in each condition;
– R7–R9 were indicator functions denoting an unfair
offer in each condition;
– R10–12 were indicator functions denoting the outcome for each condition;
– R13 was an indicator function denoting missed
trials where no decision was made within the 4 s
time window.
All regressors of interest were convolved with a doublegamma hemodynamic response function (HRF).
Individual contrast images were calculated and then
submitted to a higher-level mixed-effects analysis
using voxel-wise one-sample t-tests. To identify brain
regions showing greater activation for unfair offers from
humans (vs. fair offers from humans), we computed the
contrast [unfair PARTNER + unfair UNKNOWN > fair
PARTNER + fair UNKNOWN]. To identify brain regions
showing greater activation for unfair offers from one’s
partner (vs. unfair from the unknown person), we computed the contrast [unfair PARTNER > unfair
UNKNOWN]. For all whole-brain analyses, Z-statistic
images were thresholded at z = 2.3 and cluster corrected to P < 0.05.

Psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis
We performed a PPI analysis to identify brain regions
showing context-specific changes in the relationship
with the MPFC as a function of receiving unfair offers
from one’s partner versus unfair offers from the
unknown person. The model was estimated in three
steps (O’Reilly, Woolrich, Behrens, Smith, & JohansenBerg, 2012). First, we identified the group peak
response of the [unfair PARTNER > unfair UNKNOWN]
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contrast [MNI peak coordinates (x, y, z): −2, 66, 12] and
created a sphere (5 mm radius) at this location. Second,
we extracted individual average time-series of BOLD
signal within the seed region. Third, for each participant, we estimated a GLM of the BOLD responses with
the following three regressors:
– R1 was a psychological regressor denoting the
main effect of task, convolved with a doublegamma HRF;
– R2 was a physiological regressor denoting the
activation time course of the MPFC seed region;
– R3 was a PPI regressor denoting the element-byelement product of the previous two (i.e., the PPI
term).
Individual contrast images were calculated and then
submitted to a higher-level mixed-effects analysis
using voxel-wise one-sample t-tests. For all wholebrain analyses, Z-statistic images were thresholded at
z = 2.3 and cluster corrected to P < 0.05.

Results
Behavior
Acceptance rates (% of accepted offers) were analyzed
using a 2 × 2 repeated-measures analysis of variance
(using Bonferroni post-hoc tests) with player (PARTNER
vs. UNKNOWN) and fairness (fair vs. unfair) as withinsubject factors. The analysis revealed a main effect of
fairness [F(1, 45) = 183.30, P < 0.001; ηp2 = 0.80], indicating that participants were significantly less likely to
accept unfair than fair offers [M = 43.1% ± SEM = .037%
vs. M = 92.0% ± .020% SEM (P < .001), respectively;
Figure 1(b)]. Importantly, there was also a main effect
of relationship closeness [F(1, 45) = 46.40, P < 0.001;
ηp2 = 0.51]; participants were significantly more likely to
accept offers from their partner than offers from the
unknown person (M = 77.3% ± .028% SEM vs.
M = 57.8% ± .027% SEM (P < .001), respectively).
Furthermore, relationship closeness interacted significantly with fairness [F (1, 45) = 44.77, P < 0.001;
ηp2 = 0.50]; the difference in acceptance rates between
partner and unknown was significant for unfair
[M = 60.1% ± .048% SEM vs. M = 26.1% ± .038% SEM
(P < .001)] and fair [M = 94.5% ± .016% SEM vs.
M = 89.5% ± .028% SEM (P = .041)] offers. We next
examined the extent to which relationship closeness
also modulates individuals’ internal feeling states in
response to unfairness. Analysis of participants’ emotion ratings revealed greater forgiveness and benevolence in response to unfair offers from the partner than
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unfair offers from the
Supplementary Table 1).

unknown

person

(see

Control analysis
A potential concern is that individual differences in
resource sharing could confound participants’ acceptance rates in the UG. Greater resource sharing among
couples may be reflected in greater acceptance of monetary offers made by the romantic partner. To rule out this
interpretation, we repeated the behavioral analysis
including resource sharing as a covariate. We replicated
our main results, finding significant main effects of fairness (P < 0.001) and closeness (P < 0.001) as well as a
significant fairness × closeness interaction (P < 0.001). All
possible interactions with resource sharing (closeness ×
resource sharing, fairness × resource sharing, and closeness × fairness × resource sharing) were not significant
(P’s were 0.574, 0.712, and 0.574, respectively). This control analysis indicates that the effects we observe in the
UG task relate to differences in interpersonal closeness
rather than resource sharing among couples.

Neuroimaging
We analyzed the neuroimaging data to reveal brain
regions showing greater activation for unfair than fair
offers from human proposers. Our results included the

bilateral anterior insula (AI) extending into inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (DACC),
and right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)
(Figure 2(a,b); Table 1).
We then compared the neural correlates of unfairness separately for each proposer, and found that unfair
offers from the partner and the unknown person activated an overlapping subset of brain areas, including
right insular cortex/IFG, middle occipital gyrus, and
DACC (Figure 3; Tables 2 and 3).
We next performed a contrast to reveal brain regions
showing greater activation for unfair offers from one’s
partner than from an unknown person. This analysis
revealed only one significant cluster in the MPFC
(Figure 4(a,b)) [Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)
coordinates (x, y, z):−2, 66, 12]. The anterior MPFC has
been implicated in meta-cognitive processes of reasoning about intentions (Amodio & Frith, 2006) and, hence,
activation here might reflect increased efforts to understand the partner’s motives for his/her unfair behavior
(Campanhã et al., 2011; Meyer et al., 2013). This consideration motivated us to examine whether the region
of MPFC identified would overlap with regions that
have been preferentially associated with tasks relevant
to mentalizing in the neuroimaging literature. As
expected, the observed task-related change in MPFC
activation overlapped to a large degree with the mentalizing network (Figure 4(c)), as determined by a formal

Figure 2. BOLD signal change related to unfairness. (a) Significant changes in BOLD signal for the contrast [unfair PARTNER + unfair
UNKNOWN > fair PARTNER + fair UNKNOWN] were found in bilateral AI/IFG, DACC, right cerebellum/left middle occipital gyrus
(extending into bilateral occipital lobe), and right DLPFC. For complete list of results, see Table 1. Results were thresholded at
z > 2.3, P < 0.05, cluster corrected. L = left hemisphere. (b) Mean parameter estimates in arbitrary units (a.u.) within bilateral AI and
DACC for fair and unfair offers from the partner and the unknown person. Error bars indicate one standard error of the mean,
calculated within-subjects.
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Table 1. Brain regions showing significantly greater activation for
unfair than fair offers from a human partner (unfair PARTNER +
unfair UNKNOWN > fair PARTNER + fair UNKNOWN).
MNI
coordinates

Cluster
size

Brain region
x
y
z (voxels) Peak z-value
L middle occipital gyrus
−38 −84 12 5203
5.39
(BA 19)
R dorsal anterior cingulate
14 12 60 2755
4.17
cortex (DACC; BA 24/32)
R insula/inferior frontal gyrus
34 20 −10 1542
4.54
(BA 13/47)
R superior parietal lobule
22 −66 50 1344
4.55
(BA 7)
R dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 34 50 16 1145
4.16
(DLPFC; BA 9/46)
R cerebellum (BA 37)
48 −52 −34 1053
4.11
L insula/inferior frontal gyrus −44 18 −12
889
4.68
(BA 13/47)
MNI = Montreal Neurological Institute. z > 2.3, P < 0.05, cluster-corrected;
L, left; R, right. BA = Brodmann’s area. MNI coordinates refer to the
largest peak voxel per cluster.

reverse-inference analysis using Neurosynth (Yarkoni,
Poldrack, Nichols, Van Essen, & Wager, 2011; see
Supplementary Results).
We had hypothesized that refraining from punishment of unfairness was related to the interaction
between brain regions involved in mentalizing and
regions that process cognitive conflict. Therefore, we
predicted different functional connectivity between
these regions in the context of unfair behavior from
one’s partner relative to unfair behavior from the
unknown person. To this end, we performed a
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psychophysiological interaction (PPI; O’Reilly et al.,
2012) analysis to identify brain regions exhibiting a
change in functional connectivity with the MPFC
depending on whether the partner or the unknown
person made an unfair offer. This analysis revealed
heightened functional connectivity between the MPFC
and anterior portions of the DACC (Figure 5(a); Table 4).
We next tested to which degree MPFC-DACC functional connectivity was related to participants’ acceptance
of unfair partner offers (vs. unfair unknown offers).
Therefore, we calculated the absolute difference between
accepted unfair offers from the partner and the unknown
person [Δ acceptance = (|% of accepted unfair
offersPARTNER – % of accepted unfair offersUNKNOWN|)]. We
refer to this measure as the acceptance index. An acceptance index greater than zero indicates that an individual
accepted unfair offers from his/her partner more frequently than from the unknown person and, hence,
showed a higher tendency to “forgive” his/her partner
(vs. the unknown person). We found that MPFC-DACC
functional connectivity was inversely associated with participants’ acceptance index (Figure 5(b)); individuals who
showed lower levels of functional connectivity between
the MPFC and DACC were better able to tolerate their
partner’s unfairness [β =−0.58, t =−3.29, P = 0.003 (twotailed); 95% confidence interval (CI) for β =−0.80/–0.22].
Finally, we determined whether the task-related
change in MPFC-DACC functional connectivity predicted individuals’ forgiveness level in two independent

Figure 3. Overlap of BOLD signal change related to unfairness. Comparison of z statistic images of unfair offers from each proposer
[unfair PARTNER > fair PARTNER in red-yellow; unfair UNKNOWN > fair UNKNOWN in blue-light blue]. Overlapping activations are
displayed in green. The overlap included areas in right insular cortex/IFG, left middle occipital gyrus, and DACC. Results were
thresholded at z > 2.3, P < 0.05, cluster corrected.
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Table 2. Brain regions showing significantly greater activation
for unfair than fair offers from a romantic partner (unfair
PARTNER > fair PARTNER).
MNI
coordinates
Brain region
R dorsal anterior cingulate
cortex (DACC; BA 24/32)
L middle occipital gyrus
(BA 19)
R insula (BA 13)

x
8

y
32

z (voxels) Peak z-value
30
903
3.96
8

872

3.64

18 −10

498

3.76

−44 −78
32

Cluster
size

MNI = Montreal Neurological Institute. z > 2.3, P < 0.05, cluster-corrected;
L, left; R, right. BA = Brodmann’s area.

Table 3. Brain regions showing significantly greater activation
for unfair than fair offers from an unknown person (unfair
UNKNOWN > fair UNKNOWN).
MNI
coordinates
Brain region
L middle occipital gyrus (BA 19)
R Cerebellum (BA 37)
R dorsal anterior cingulate cortex
(DACC; BA 24/32)
R insula/inferior frontal operculum
(BA 13/38)
L temporal pole (BA 48)
R middle occipital gyrus (BA 19)
L middle frontal gyrus (MFG; BA 46)
L middle temporal gyrus
(MTG; BA 21)

Cluster
size

Peak
x
y
z (voxels) z-value
−36 −84 10 4305
5.11
50 −52 −34 2958
4.19
−6 10 46 2023
4.02
42

24 −14

1674

3.8

−46 16 −12
40 −80 24
−38 44 32
−54 −50 20

1261
1182
688
517

4.31
3.92
3.98
4.0

MNI = Montreal Neurological Institute. z > 2.3, P < 0.05, cluster-corrected;
L, left; R, right. BA = Brodmann’s area.

measures assessed outside the MRI scanner: one was a
self-report questionnaire [Tendency to Forgive scale
(TTF; Brown, 2003)] and one was a behavioral test [forgiveness IAT (Fatfouta et al., 2014)]. As Figure 5(c) illustrates, the task-related change in MPFC-DACC
functional connectivity inversely predicted individuals’
IAT scores [left panel; β =−0.59, t =−3.34, P = 0.003
(two-tailed); 95% CI for β =−0.81/–0.23], but not their
TTF scores [right panel; β =−0.01, t =−0.05, P = 0.961
(two-tailed); 95% CI for β =−0.42/0.40]. In other words,
those individuals who showed lower levels of functional
connectivity between the MPFC and DACC showed
stronger automatic associations between the self and
forgiveness, which were not readily accessible in the
self-report. This prediction was insensitive to any selection biases, as determined by a leave-one-subject out
cross-validation (Esterman, Tamber-Rosenau, Chiu, &
Yantis, 2010; see Supplementary Results).

Discussion
This study sought to determine how relationship closeness modulates behavioral and neural responses to

unfairness, with the source of unfairness being one’s
own partner, compared to an unknown person. Our
study yielded three main results: First, participants
were more likely to accept unfair offers from their
partner compared with the unknown person, and this
effect remained significant after adjustment for
resource sharing among couples. Second, when participants received unfair partner offers (vs. unfair unknown
offers), a significant change in brain activation was
observed in the MPFC; this region also demonstrated
heightened functional connectivity with the DACC
when the partner rather than the unknown person
made an unfair offer. Third, lower levels of the taskrelated change in MPFC-DACC functional connectivity
predicted participants’ tendency to accept offers from
one’s partner following unfairness as well as behavioral
but not self-reported expressions of forgiveness.
Our findings support the valuable-relationships theory (McCullough, 2008), with relationship closeness
influencing economically relevant social decision-making: when a partner rather than an unknown person
made an unfair offer, individuals were more likely to
accept this offer. The observed effects of relationship
closeness on participants’ acceptance rates are unlikely
to simply reflect differences in how resources were
actually being shared with one’s partner, as resource
sharing did not affect participants’ responses. Rather,
this behavioral tendency to accept unfair partner offers
may reflect a benevolent intention, as mirrored in participants’ emotion ratings. In this respect, our findings
fit with the notion that enforcing fairness norms
through retaliation would be mitigated when interacting with a close ally, but prevail when interacting with a
stranger (Campanhã et al., 2011). Consistent with this,
related research has demonstrated that individuals
accept more unfair offers when playing with an ingroup member (and by extension, close ally) than
with an out-group member (Diekhof, Wittmer, &
Reimers, 2014).
When facing unfairness, participants activated a network of areas comprising bilateral AI/IFG, DACC, and
DLPFC. These areas are consistent with those found in
previous fMRI studies of the UG, and related tasks involving social decision-making (Gabay, Radua, Kempton, &
Mehta, 2014; Sanfey et al., 2003). Extending these studies with regard to the relationship one has with the
proposer, we found activation overlap in the right insular cortex/IFG and DACC for unfair offers from both
proposers, that is, one’s partner and the unknown person. This finding lends additional support for the notion
that the insula/IFG and DACC play a critical role in
detecting social norm violations (fairness norms, in particular) induced by inequity (Güroğlu, van den Bos, van
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Figure 4. Brain activation associated with unfairness by the partner. (a) Significant changes in BOLD signal for the contrast [unfair
PARTNER > unfair UNKNOWN] were found in MPFC. Results were thresholded at z > 2.3, P < 0.05, cluster corrected. (b) Mean
parameter estimates in arbitrary units (a.u.) within MPFC for unfair offers from the partner and the unknown person. Error bars
indicate one standard error of the mean, calculated within-subjects. (c) Comparison of Neurosynth meta-analysis search for the term
“mentalizing” (light blue) to study results for the contrast [unfair PARTNER > unfair UNKNOWN] (orange, same as in A). Overlapping
activations are displayed in purple (660 voxels, 1.98 cm3). Neurosynth results were corrected for multiple comparisons using a
whole-brain false discovery rate (FDR) threshold of P < 0.05.

Dijk, Rombouts, & Crone, 2011). The result that the
insula activation also extended into IFG coheres with
previous UG fMRI studies (Kirk, Downar, & Montague,
2011) and has been interpreted to reflect emotion regulation following unfairness (Güroğlu et al., 2011). In
line with this view, such regulation might be related
to the reappraisal of the proposers’ intentions and/or
behavior in a more or less negative way (Grecucci,
Giorgetta, Bonini, & Sanfey, 2013). Increased AI/IFG activation thus may reflect enhanced efforts to cope with
the unfairness at hand.
The fact that the anterior MPFC was the only region
activated when participants received unfair offers from
their partner, as compared to unfair offers from the
unknown person, fits with the proposed role of the
MPFC in mentalizing-related computations during

social exchange (Hampton, Bossaerts, & O’Doherty,
2008), and also with the recent literature implicating
MPFC in mentalizing about close others (Krienen et al.,
2010). Activity in this region is also consistent with prior
meta-analyses, which emphasize the importance of the
MPFC (primarily Brodmann Area [BA] 10) for reasoning
about belief (Denny, Kober, Wager, & Ochsner, 2012;
Gilbert et al., 2006). Being treated unfairly by one’s
partner likely instigates a thought process, by which
one might try to make sense of the reasons and motivations underlying his/her behavior as well as to anticipate his/her future behavior. The overlap between our
fMRI results and the reverse-inference meta-analysis
results confirmed this rationale. Concordance between
the results of this study and fMRI studies of mentalizing
indicates that processing unfair offers from one’s
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Figure 5. Reduced connectivity between MPFC and DACC predicts acceptance of unfairness. (a) PPI analysis identifying brain regions
showing connectivity changes with the MPFC as a function of receiving unfair offers from the partner versus the unknown person. The
upper panel depicts our functionally defined seed region (i.e., MPFC). The lower panel depicts brain regions whose connectivity with
MPFC increases for unfair offers from the partner (vs. the unknown person). Results were thresholded at z > 2.3, P < 0.05, cluster corrected.
(b) Regression line depicting the relationship between in MPFC-DACC functional connectivity and acceptance index (Δ) across
participants. The x-axis represents the mean parameter estimates in arbitrary units (a.u.) for task-related change in MPFC-DACC functional
connectivity. The y-axis represents the acceptance index, defined as the absolute difference between accepted unfair offers from the
partner versus the unknown person [Δ acceptance = (|% of accepted unfair offersPARTNER—% of accepted unfair offersUNKNOWN|)]. (c)
Regression lines depicting the relationship between MPFC-DACC functional connectivity and tolerance of unfairness across participants.
The x-axis in both plots represents the mean parameter estimates in arbitrary units (a.u.) for task-related change in MPFC-DACC functional
connectivity. The y-axis represents individual differences in forgiveness as measured by implicit (left panel; IAT score) and explicit (right
panel; TTF score) measures.

partner versus an unknown person activates the same
region as mental-state reasoning (i.e., MPFC).
Our results point to a functional relation between
MPFC and DACC in situations in which participants
decide whether to accept unfair partner behavior.
Supporting our hypothesis, we found that the changes
in brain activity in MPFC covaried significantly more
with the DACC when one’s partner behaved unfairly
than when an unknown person behaved unfairly.

Previous studies implicated the DACC in the evaluation
of conflict (Botvinick, Nystrom, Fissell, Carter, & Cohen,
1999) and, more specifically, the conflict between cognitive (“accept”) and emotional (“reject”) motivations in
the UG (Gabay et al., 2014; Sanfey et al., 2003). In the
present study, unfair partner offers may present individuals with such an adverse situation: acting upon fairness norms might promote better future offers on the
one hand, but also signal retaliatory cost impositions on
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Table 4. Brain regions showing increased coupling with the
MPFC as a function of receiving unfair offers from one’s partner
relative to the unknown person.
MNI
coordinates
Brain region
L lingual gyrus (BA 17/18)
L dorsal anterior cingulate
cortex (DACC; BA 24/32)
R precentral gyrus (BA 6)

Cluster
size

x
y
z (voxels) Peak z-value
−28 −84 −14 27026
5.59
0 22 38
1192
3.75
44

6

42

1142

4.38

MNI = Montreal Neurological Institute. z > 2.3, P < 0.05, cluster-corrected;
L, left; R, right. BA = Brodmann’s area.

the other hand. In line with the regulatory role of prefrontal cortex in modulating ACC activation when competing response tendencies are at hand (Botvinick,
Braver, Barch, Carter, & Cohen, 2001) and with the
MPFC’s connectivity with the DACC during decisional
conflicts (Nakao et al., 2010), such conflict encoded in
DACC may then be resolved through mentalizingrelated MPFC activation.
Participants with reduced MPFC-DACC connectivity
accepted unfair offers from one’s partner more frequently
than those from an unknown person. As discussed earlier,
DACC activation appears to represent conflict (Botvinick
et al., 1999) and MPFC likely represents mentalizing
(Figure 5(c); Hampton et al., 2008; Krienen et al., 2010);
therefore, we suggest that the less information about
conflict that is online and readily available to the MPFC
during a transgression, the more likely an individual is to
adopt an accepting stance toward that transgression.
Importantly, this pattern was also obtained with an independent behavioral measure outside the MRI scanner;
reduced MPFC-DACC connectivity predicted individuals’
automatic (implicit) mental associations regarding forgiveness. In line with related research on the neural basis of
implicit social cognition (Stanley et al., 2008), only the
implicit (IAT-measured) but not the explicit (self-reported)
expression of forgiveness was predicted by brain activation. These results might be tentatively interpreted in
terms of an enhanced tendency toward prosocial behavior in the context of close relationships rather than an
enhancement of rational self-interested behavior. To
achieve an optimal exchange in the context of close
relationships, one may be better advised to forfeit even
small gains as a way of preventing potential loss in the
long run (e.g., fitness or other benefits such as social
support).
It should be noted that there are possible limitations to
our study. First, while previous studies similarly operationalized prosocial (i.e., “forgiving”) reactions as refraining
from punishment during social interactions (Will et al.,
2015), caution is warranted in interpreting such a highlevel cognitive concept. Our strategy for dealing with this
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issue was to employ multiple measures (i.e., emotion
ratings and implicit and explicit forgiveness) rather than
focusing on brain activation alone. Future work is thus
needed to further validate our acceptance index and to
refine the way it represents an attempt to promote conciliation after being transgressed against. Second, though
we tried to control for potential confounds (e.g., resource
sharing among couples), several other dynamics may act
to modulate the decision to accept an unfair split. Future
work would benefit from assessing additional variables
such as responders’ perceived intentionality of the unfair
offer. Finally, our study used predetermined (i.e., constrained) offers to allow for experimental control. While
this represents a standard practice in the UG literature
(e.g., Sanfey et al., 2003), it might be equally informative to
further investigate how romantic couples respond to
unconstrained splits.
Overall, we found that feeling socially close to someone enhanced the tendency toward accepting unfairness, and this tendency was associated with a network
comprised of the MPFC and DACC. Differences in connectivity between these regions were inversely related
to a behavioral test of forgiveness assessed outside the
scanner. In the future, the potential clinical utility of
relationship closeness could be investigated in patients
with aberrant social-exchange skills—in particular, psychopathological disorders following trauma that are
accompanied by embitterment and revenge (Gäbler &
Maercker, 2011). More generally, these findings have
important implications for human decision-making
because they demonstrate how relationship closeness
modulates prefrontal brain function during strategic
interactions, thereby advancing our knowledge of the
context-dependent nature of social behavior.
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